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Abstract

In order to extend the high-confinement reversed shear regime with an internal transport barrier (ITB) toward high

radiation loss power, Ne and Ar injection have been investigated in JT-60U. With Ne injection, high confinement

(H89PL > 2:4, HH98ðy;2Þ > 1:6) and high radiation loss power fraction (>80%) were simultaneously obtained at high

density (>0.7nGW). The radiation loss power was enhanced both in the main plasma and in the divertor plasma. With

divertor plasma detachment and an X-point MARFE, the ITB was pronounced and the H89PL factor reached 1.8.

However, Ar injection resulted in excessive radiation loss enhancement inside the ITB. The Ne and the C density profile

were similar to the electron density profile, and their accumulation was not significant. On the other hand, Ar showed

accumulation inside the ITB.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The reversed shear plasma is a promising candidate

for advanced steady-state tokamak operation. Radia-

tion loss power enhancement either in the main chamber

or in the divertor is useful for mitigating the severe

problem of concentrated power loading of the divertor

plates, and controlled impurity injection is an effective

technique for enhancing radiation while maintaining

improved confinement [1–3]. In JT-60U reversed shear

plasmas, compatibility between the internal transport

barrier (ITB) and a detached divertor plasma has been

demonstrated by radiation enhancement using Ne in-

jection [4]. In order to extend such an operation toward

high confinement, Ne and Ar have been injected into

reversed shear plasmas with high confinement. However,

impurity accumulation inside the ITB is a concern for

reversed shear plasmas [5–8]. In this paper, radiation

loss power enhancement, divertor plasma detachment

and impurity behavior have been investigated in high

confinement reversed shear plasmas.

2. Experiment

A quasi-steady reversed shear plasma with high

confinement (H89PL � 3:9, where H89PL is the improve-

ment of the energy confinement time corrected for un-

confined orbit loss of fast ions compared with the

ITER89-P (L-mode) scaling [9]) has recently been ob-

tained in JT-60U [10]. For such reversed shear plasmas,
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Ar was injected into the main chamber to enhance the

radiation loss power at the edge of the main plasma

[11]. In subsequent experiments, Ne was injected into

the divertor to enhance the radiation loss power in the

divertor plasmas, and D2 was puffed into the main

chamber from the top to control the Ne concentration

by a puff-and-pump technique [12]. The positions of gas

puffing are shown in Fig. 1. The major radius was �3.3
m, the minor radius was 0.78–0.90 m, the elongation was

�1.4, the triangularity was �0.34, the plasma current

was 0.9–1.0 MA, the toroidal field was �3.5 T, the safety
factor at the 95% flux surface was 6.1–7.1, and the

Greenwald density limit (nGW) was 4.3–5:1� 1019 m�3.

The stored energy was controlled with a feedback tech-

nique by changing the NBI power in the range of 3–14

MW. Waveforms of a reversed shear plasma with Ne

injection are shown in Fig. 2. Beginning at 4.5 s, the ITB

developed, with the electron density in the core region

increasing at a faster rate than that in the edge region.

As shown by the H89PL factor, the energy confinement

improved. At 5.4 s, Ne was injected to enhance the ra-

diation. For study of Ar transport, soft X-ray emission

(the energy range was 2.7–20 keV) profiles were mea-

sured in a hydrogen discharge (the plasma current was

1.5 MA). The viewing chords of the soft X-ray emission

measurement and the plasma configuration are shown in

Fig. 1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Radiation loss power enhancement and energy

confinement

The H89PL factor, the ratio of the total radiation loss

power (P total
rad ) to the net heating power (Pnet) and the ratio

of the radiation loss power from the main plasma (Pmain
rad )

to the total radiation loss power are plotted against

the electron density in Fig. 3. With Ar injection, as the

electron density increased from 0.6nGW to 0.9nGW, the
H89PL factor decreased from 2.4 to 1.2. While P total

rad =Pnet
stayed around 0.7, Pmain

rad =P total
rad increased from 0.35 to

0.8. Then, the electron temperature at the plasma center

decreased from �6 to �2 keV. Since some of the Ar ions
were not fully ionized in this temperature range and

their radiation loss efficiency was high, the radiation loss

power inside the ITB increased. Moreover, accumula-

tion of Ar (see Section 3.3) caused excessive radiation

loss enhancement inside the ITB. The typical Ar density

was �2% of the electron density. With Ne injection,

high confinement (H89PL > 2:4, HH98ðy;2Þ > 1:6, where

HH98ðy;2Þ is the improvement of the thermal energy

confinement time compared with the IPB98(y,2) (ELMy

H-mode) scaling [13]) and high radiation loss power

fraction (P total
rad =Pnet > 0:8) were simultaneously obtained

at high density (ne > 0:7nGW). While P total
rad =Pnet increased,

Pmain
rad =P total

rad remained near 0.4. Thus, the radiation loss

power from the divertor also increased. In the present

Fig. 1. Poloidal cross-section of JT-60U. The positions of gas

puffing are indicated. The viewing chords of the soft X-ray

emission measurement and the plasma configuration for study

of Ar transport in a hydrogen discharge are shown.
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Fig. 2. Waveforms of a reversed shear plasma with Ne injec-

tion. Ip: plasma current, PNB: NBI power, ne: line averaged

electron densities at r=a ¼ 0:12 and 0.81, gas puffing rates of D2

and Ne, H89PL factor, I(Ne X): Ne X 1.21 nm line intensity,

Radiation loss power from the main and divertor plasma, Iouts :

ion saturation current measured with a Langmuir probe located

near the outer strike point.
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study, a difference of the impurity gas puffing positions

did not affect the radiation loss power distribution, since

most of the injected impurity gases recycled as discussed

in Section 3.3. As a result, while Ar injection resulted in

excessive radiation loss enhancement inside the ITB, Ne

injection was effective for obtaining a high radiation loss

power fraction with high confinement at high density.

3.2. Divertor plasma detachment with Ne injection

As shown in Fig. 3, with Ne injection, the divertor

plasma became detached with H89PL ¼ 1:8 (HH98ðy;2Þ ¼
1:2) and P total

rad =Pnet ¼ 0:73 at ne ¼ 0:84nGW. The dis-

charge is shown in Fig. 2. As the Ne X line intensity

increased in the main plasma, the radiation loss power

from the divertor increased and an X-point MARFE

appeared at 6.1 s. The outer divertor plasma became

detached as indicated by a decrease in the ion satura-

tion current. With divertor plasma detachment and an

X-point MARFE, the H89PL factor reached 1.8. Profiles

of the electron temperature, electron density and heat

flux at the divertor plates before and after the Ne puff

are shown in Fig. 4. The electron temperature and

density were measured with Langmuir probes, and the

heat flux was measured with an infrared camera. After

the gas puff, a cold and dense divertor plasma was

produced near the inner and outer strike points. Al-

though the detached region was narrow (width � 2 cm),

the maximum heat flux greatly decreased by the de-

tachment. Radial profiles in the main plasma with di-

vertor plasma detachment are shown in Fig. 5. The ITB

is clearly seen in the profiles of the electron density, ion

temperature and electron temperature. The Ne and C

density were measured by charge exchange spectros-

copy. The densities of Ne and C were �2.6% of the

electron density. The minimum in the safety factor qmin
was close to 3. A disruption of the discharge occurred as

Fig. 4. Profiles of (a) the electron temperature, (b) the electron

density and (c) the heat flux at the divertor plates before and

after Ne puff (at 5.3 and 6.6 s) in the discharge shown in Fig. 2.

The vertical lines indicate the positions of the separatrix strike

points at 5.3 s (- - -) and 6.6 s (––).

Fig. 3. (a) H89PL factor, (b) ratio of the total radiation loss

power to the net heating power and (c) ratio of the radiation

loss power from the main plasma to the total radiation loss

power against the electron density normalized by the Green-

wald density limit. The large closed circles indicate a discharge

with divertor plasma detachment produced by Ne injection.
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seen in Fig. 2, when the minimum safety factor went

through qmin ¼ 3. Stabilization of MHD activity was

needed for sustainment of the discharge.

3.3. Impurity behavior

As shown in Fig. 5(c), the density profiles of Ne and

C were similar to that of the electrons. Therefore, ac-

cumulation was not significant for Ne and C. Since there

is no source for Ne in the main plasma, the continuity

equation for Ne can be expressed using a diffusion co-

efficient D and inward velocity v as follows:

CI=nI ¼ �DðdnI=drÞ=nI þ v; ð1Þ

where CI and nI are the flux and density of impurity I ,
respectively. Fig. 6 shows a plot of CNe=nNe as a function
of �ðdnNe=drÞ=nNe at the ITB after Ne injection, where

CNe was derived from the time evolution of the Ne

density profile. The data can be fitted to a line on the

assumption that D ¼ 0:53 m2/s and v ¼ �3:3 m/s. By a

neoclassical transport model [14] including collisions

with C, the transport coefficients and profiles of Ne ions

were calculated. The calculated diffusion coefficient and

inward velocity were �0.1 and �)2 m/s at the ITB.

Therefore, the experimentally derived inward velocity

was almost consistent with the calculated one. However,

the experimentally derived diffusion coefficient was lar-

ger than the calculated one. The ratio of the calculated

Ne density inside the ITB to that outside the ITB was by

two orders higher than the ratio of the electron density

inside the ITB to that outside the ITB.

For study of Ar transport, soft X-ray emission pro-

files were measured in a reversed-shear hydrogen dis-

charge. Fig. 7 shows the ion and electron temperature,

electron density, and normalized soft X-ray emission.

ITBs were clearly observed in the profiles of the ion and

electron temperature and electron density. The ratio of

the electron density inside the ITB to that outside the

ITB was about 3. As shown in Fig. 7(b), the measured

soft X-ray emission profile could not be explained on the

assumption that the Ar density profile was similar to the

electron density profile. The soft X-ray profile could be

explained on the assumption that the ratio of the Ar

density inside the ITB to that outside the ITB was six

times higher than the ratio of the electron density inside

Fig. 5. Radial profiles of (a) the electron density, (b) the ion

and the electron temperature, (c) the Ne, C and electron density

and (d) the safety factor in the main plasma with divertor

plasma detachment (at 6.6 s in the discharge shown in Fig. 2).

Fig. 6. Plot of CNe=nNe as a function of �ðdnNe=drÞ=nNe at the
ITB (at r ¼ 0:54 a) at 5.6–6.3 s in the discharge shown in Fig. 2.

A fitted line is also shown.
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the ITB to that outside the ITB. Thus, accumulation was

significant for Ar. Compared with results for C and Ne,

it is suggested that accumulation is larger for more

highly charged impurities. Similar results have been

obtained in JET reversed-shear discharges [8]. This

tendency is qualitatively in agreement with neoclassical

transport theory. However, the accumulation observed

for Ar in the present study was much smaller than that

predicted by the neoclassical transport theory, since the

theory predicted that the Ar density inside the ITB was

by many orders higher than that outside the ITB.

The Ne X line intensity rolled over around 6.4 s in

Fig. 2. However, the time constant of the intensity de-

crease was long. The Ne density could not be controlled

by pumping, and most of the Ne recycled. Further en-

hancement of recycling in the divertor was required to

increase the pumping efficiency and control theNe density.

4. Summary

Ne injection was effective for obtaining a high radi-

ation loss power fraction with high confinement at high

density in reversed shear plasmas. Even with divertor

plasma detachment and an X-point MARFE, the im-

proved confinement with the ITB was maintained. On

the other hand, Ar injection resulted in excessive radi-

ation loss enhancement inside the ITB. Accumulation

was not significant for Ne and C, but was significant for

Ar. These results suggest that accumulation is larger for

more highly charged impurities, and this tendency is

qualitatively in agreement with neoclassical transport

theory. However, the accumulation observed in the

present study was much smaller than the theoretical

prediction. For Ne, while the inward velocity at the ITB

was almost consistent with the neoclassical transport

calculation, the diffusion coefficient was larger than the

calculation. The effective confinement time for Ne was

long, and further enhancement of recycling in the di-

vertor was required to control the Ne density.
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Fig. 7. (a) Ion and electron temperature, electron density, and

(b) normalized soft X-ray emission (the solid circles are the

measurement, the broken line is the calculation on the as-

sumption that the Ar density profile is similar to the electron

density profile, and the solid line is the calculation on the as-

sumption that the ratio of the Ar density inside the ITB to that

outside the ITB was six times higher than the ratio of the

electron density inside the ITB to that outside the ITB) in a

hydrogen discharge with Ar injection. The viewing chords of

the soft X-ray emission measurement and the plasma configu-

ration are shown in Fig. 1.
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